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Abstract

Thermomechanical properties of nuclear graphites are related closely with constituent

crystalline grains and pores as well as their preferred orientation. Especially micropores,

serving as origins of stress concentration under mechanical loading, influence both small- and

large-scale fracturing processes. It causes a statistical variation of tensile strength and

significant nonlinearity in compressive deformation. In addition, reactor irradiation induces

dimensional changes by accompanying continuous changes in the porosity. The process plays

an important role under reactor irradiations at high temperature and high fluence.

A quantitative description of the changing pore structure, based on some radiation damage

mechanisms, may introduce a physically appropriate method for lifetime assessment of

graphite fuel and moderator components. Recently Brocklehurst and Kelly have analyzed

well-characterized data on dimensional changes of UK reactor graphites to quantify

volumetric and linear pore generation terms. The anaIysis(B/K theory) has demonstrated that

a crystal strain parameter XT, depending on irradiation temperature and fluence, is suitable for

defining structure factors, which relate changes in microstructure with those in macroscopic

properties of a family of nuclear graphites.

Graphite components in high temperature reactors are subjected to higher temperatures well

above 1000°C, which accelerate pore generation. Their mechanical integrity will suffer from

the deterioration, resulting in a reduced lifetime. Previous design considerations on the

dimensional change behavior have been based on an empirical approach using measured data

obtained in a number of irradiation experiments. A large variety of experimental data have

been utilized to develop a general phenomenological model(Graphite Damage Model, GDM)

for predicting engineering properties of nuclear graphites.

The present study tries to combine the B/K theory with the GDM prediction with a view to

characterizing porosity changes at high temperatures of some graphites from different

manufacturing routes. The dimensional change data in the literature are analyzed by the GDM

to obtain their analytical presentation as a function of temperature and fluence. The results

are used to derive an XT function and pore volume change as a function of XT for each grade

of graphite. The resulting porosity changes are compared between different kinds of graphites.

1. INTRODUCTION
A detailed engineering thermomechanical assessment is now prerequisites for the design of
graphite components in the gas-cooled reactors. The reliability and safety improvements are
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closely connected to mechanistic understanding irradiation behavior of the component
materials(1X2). Thermomechanical properties of nuclear graphites are related closely with
constituent crystalline grains and pores as well as their preferred orientation. Especially
micropores, serving as origins of stress concentration under mechanical loading, influence both
small- and large-scale fracturing processes. It causes a statistical variation of tensile strength and
significant nonlinearity in compressive deformation. In addition, reactor irradiation induces
dimensional changes by accompanying continuous changes in the porosity. The process plays
an important role under reactor irradiations at high temperature and high fiuence.
A quantitative description of the changing pore structure, based on some radiation damage
mechanisms, may introduce a physically appropriate method for lifetime assessment of graphite
fuel and moderator components. Recently Brocklehurst and Kelly have analyzed well-
characterized data on dimensional changes of UK reactor graphites to quantify volumetric and
linear pore generation terms. The analysis(B/K theory) has demonstrated that a crystal strain
parameter X^ depending on irradiation temperature and fiuence, is suitable for defining structure
factors, which relate changes in microstructure with those in macroscopic properties of a family
of nuclear graphites^*^.

In the meanwhile, five years ago G. Haag posed a good question "How far the irradiation
behavior of nuclear graphite be predicted from preirradiation properties"(5). His answer was then
open as it was twenty years ago(6).
Graphite components in high temperature reactors are subjected to higher temperatures well
above lOOO'C, which accelerate pore generation. Their mechanical integrity will suffer from the
deterioration, resulting in a reduced lifetime. Previous design considerations on the dimensional
change behavior have been based on an empirical approach using measured data obtained in a
number of irradiation experiments. A large variety of experimental data have been utilized to
develop a general phenomenological model(Graphite Damage Model, GDM) for predicting
engineering properties of nuclear graphites^.
The present study tries to combine the B/K theory with the GDM prediction with a view to
characterizing porosity changes at high temperatures of some graphites from different
manufacturing routes. The dimensional change data in the literature are analyzed by the GDM
to obtain their analytical presentation as a function of temperature and fiuence. The results are
used to derive an XT function and pore volume change as a function of XT for each grade of
graphite. The resulting porosity changes are compared between different kinds of graphites.

2. ANALYTICAL METHODS
2.1 Porosity change mechanism

Irradiation-induced dimensional changes of a polycrystalline graphite have been discussed and
modelled by analyzing those of a constituent crystal. Primary damages in a crystal are interstitial
atoms(loops), and vacancies(groups). The overall effects on graphite crystals are combined
expansion perpendicular to and contraction parallel to the basal plane. A secondary damage in
a polycrystal is a structure modification due to large crystal dimensional changes.
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Recently it has been found that the changes in the structure factors relating macroscopic and
microscopic properties are determined by a single parameter, i.e. crystal shape change(crystal
strain difference), X^ or true crystal strain difference, XT'

(i)
X X

«•)' . l n ( 1 '
X . X

where A Z / I , , AXcy
/X(. are the dimensional changes of the component crystals

measured perpendicular and parallel to the basal plane. That means, each property of the
polycrystal is the equivalent property of the crystal by structure factors, but the change in the
structure factors as a function of XT are different for different graphites, and clearly dependent
on the detailed structures of the coke grains and binder/impregnant phases.

In accordance with the recent theory of Brocklehurst and Kelly px8) on the dimension and structure
changes in a polycrystalline graphite, the dimensional change Gx in direction x in a polycrystalline
aggregate is given in a differential form by the equation

(3)
dy Xc dy X. dy dy

where Ax is a structure factor, (dXc/dy)/Xc, (dXa/dy)/Xa are the rates of crystallite
dimensional changes in perpendicular (c-axis) and parallel(a-axis) to the basal planes. Fx

describes an expansion term ascribed to the generation of new pore space by large crystal strains.
This pore generation termi^ may overcome an acceleration of bulk volume changes of
polycrystalline graphites irradiated at higher temperature and higher doses. From the beginning
of the crystal-based theoretical treatment, the structure factor Ax has been determined from the
relation for coefficient of thermal expansion.

c ^ - A ^ + U - A ^ a . (4)

The new theory can account for a decrease in the parameters Ax at extended or high temperature
irradiations. Introducing the crystal shape parameter XT, Eq.(2) is expressed below in a
differential or in an integral form

dXT l dX. + dF, ( 5 )
+

dy dy Xa dy dy

T

- dXr . A X a TJ (6)
LX dy + + Fx ^ J

dy Xa

o
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The original dimensional change theory was proposed by Kelly et al(9) who discussed the
measured anisotropic dimensional changes of Pile Grade A graphite irradiated at 200^ , assuming
that both Ax and Fx depend on XT. Based on the above equations a difference in dimensional
changes between perpendicular (_L) and parallel ( n ) directions and a bulk volume change
parameter are given by the following equations which define the two unique functions of XT

1 T - x I J x / ^ Y + . ,

0

T

f2(XT) = 2GX + G, - 3 — = f (2A x + A / )—d Y + (2FX

Xa J dy

(7)

(8)

The present study deals with measured dimensional changes of some nuclear graphites from
different forming routes including extrusion, molding and isostatic pressing. Then a directional
dimensional change is expressed generally as either GAG (against-grain orientation ) or Gm

(with-grain orientation). Referring to the figure 1 in Ref.(3 ), the functions, f, and f2 in unit of
% , can be fitted to polynomial functions of XT which ranges from 0 to 60%, as follows.

20

20 80; 10040 60

X, (%)

Fig.1 Dimensional change functions of crystal strains of
PGA graphite.
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f! (XT) = GAG - Gfc = a,XT + bjXT
2 + C lXT

3 (9)

A Y A Y

f2(XT) = 2GTG + GAC - 3 — - = 3Gavg - 3 — - = a ^ + b.jXT
2 + c ^ 3 (io)

where Gavg = (2GWG + GAG) / 3. Then dimensional changes at irradiation temperature Tin and fast
dose 7 j of a particular graphite are anisotropic, the function fj ,which is in the range from 0
to 10%, can be used to determine XT as a function of 7 , as follows.

fiCXT) = AG(Tirr , Y j) = GAG(Tirr . Yj) - GffG(Tirr , Y j)

XT ( T irr ) = ff1 ( AG ) - aY + by2 (12)

As a matter of fact, however, most of nuclear graphites currently in use exhibit linear
dimensional changes which are in the order of some percents. Then a relationship between^
and y is not normally calculated with a reasonable accuracy. Therefore both anisotropic and
near-isotropic dimensional changes are treated as completely isotropic ones, which is shown in
the following. In order to determine a relation between XT and 7 as a function of T ^ two
particular situations at each temperature can be employed; one at a tum-around dose( 7 *) and
the other at a bulk volume recovery dose( 7 **),

G C T-
uavg ^ 1 i r r

— G C T- v' ) = 0
uavg ^ 1 i r r » T ' u

Gavg ( T i r r , Y " ) = 0 (14)

Using the unique function f2 (JQ these equations can be rewritten as

d - / Y . N 3dav (15)
-t2 u T ; =dXT

f2 ( X " ) = - ^ ^ X T " (16)

which are reduced to into the following.

a2 + 2b2XT' + 3c2(XT')2 =

(a, - -&—) * D2XT" + c2(XT")2 - 0 (18)
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where 8 iV is a dose-averaged crystal strain ratio 5 which will be defined later. Solving the
above equations gives the following analytical relation

XT ( T i r r ) = ay * by2 (19)

Then the associated crystal strains are calculated by Eqs.(20) and (21).

- ^ £ ( y ) = X T - ^ 1 ( Y ) (20)

Xc Xa
a

( X T ) ] (21)

Now, a crystal volume change is given by

AVC AXC AXa v AXa

£ ° +.2—*- = XT + 3 — ^ (22)
X X

T

Xo X a Xa

or

1 dXc dXT i dXa 1-26 dXT
+ «5 — (23)

V. dy dy Xa dy 1+8 dy

AVC

Vc J V i + & / d Y

where 5 is a ratio ofa-axis strain rate to c-axis strain rate. The value of 8 of HOPG has been
found to be nearly equal to or less than 0.5 and almost constant under at 430 and 6 0 0 ^ up to a
dose of LSxlO^n/cm^DN)00. Ifan average value of 5 during the irradiation at Tiirand up to
y is denoted by 8 av, Eq.(24) can be approximated by the following.

( x T ) = ( 1 + 2 5 a v ) XT (25)

A bulk volume change is then

A l ( XT ) = ( l * 268V ) XT + $ ( XT ) (26)
Vo 1 + 6 a v

* ( X, ) = f2 ( XT ) - XT (27)
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And finally a porosity change is calculated by the following.

V A T ) ZOO\

'0 '0 V Pc/ Vc

where p B and p c are bulk and crystal densities, respectively.
The se equation for volumetric changes are functions of a universal parameter XT. Utmost
important is a function relationship between XT, Tirr and y for each graphite. The different
relationship signifies the different polycrystalline product.

2.3 Dimensional change formulation
Referring to the previous publication175, the GDM assumes three damage processes which govern
irradiation-induced changes in macroscopic properties; the three is referred to as early damage,
contraction and expansion processes, respectively. Each damage process is expressed in general
by a damage function, Wp which consist of temperature (7) dependent and fast dose (D)
dependent components. In addition, other correction factor called switch function S.j is
incorporated as a function of T and D. These functions for each damage component are in the
following forms.

ii h
kT - Y i ) (1 - e k T )

(29)

(30)

Yi = 1 + 1* (3D
( 2 2 ) 2 2B 0 T 0

2

, + (T + / (T + T,,) + e^ jFi

= 1
(T2-To

2)2
 + B0T0

2 (33)

and

-5*i)] (34)

In particular, a linear dimensional change, AI/L0 in %, is expressed as

— = C1G11 + C2G12 + C3G13 (35)
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The linear coupling coefficients Cs are determined by a nonlinear fit of the formulae to the
measured data. The global parameters in the above formulation have been optimized ( ) and is
given in Table 1.

3.DATA ANALYSES
3.1 Database

In the present study some graphite grades in the literature(3X6X10) are selected. They are typical
from different fabrication routs and have been well characterized with respect to dimensional
changes at extended and high temperature irradiations. Their data used in the analyses is briefly
shown in Table 2.

Table 1 Optimized values of global parameters in the GDM.

Damage function W,
Function an

e
r
Q
E

Function al0

6
£
n
X

Resonance F,
CO

Switch function S,,
AL/L : u

V

i
AE/E : u

V

A a/a :
AK/K :

Early damage term

0.0
0.0048043
0.035028
0.011904

9.27213
-2.16241
0.
0.

0.

-

Contraction term

2.0
0.015488
0.696970
oo

-4.9028E-3
1.4605E-2

-0.65182
0.23122

0.13672

0.20601
1.1103
2.0351

Expansion term

2.0
0.017230
0.678351
oo

-2.8194E-4
1.4165E-3

-0.52789
0.01991

0.20018

0.03960
0.5323
2.0711
0.08256
1.2563
2.1377

Table 2 Dimensional change data of Graphite grades analyzed by the GDM.

Grade

Gilsocarbon

VQMB (axial & radial)

ATR-2E (axial & radial)

ASR-1RS (axial & radial)

IG-110

Irradiation temp.

CO
430
600

430
600
870

1150
1400

500

500

600

Max. fast dose
(1021n/cm2DNE)

20.0
16.0

18.0
15.0
3.5
6.5
8.0

25.0

25.0

3.4

Ref.

10

10

6

6
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3.2 Results of GDM analyses
The GDM treats each set of dimensional change data for two respective orientations. A
predictive performance depends of course on the number of data points at different temperatures
and fast doses.
Figure 2 shows the comparison of measured(open symbol) and calculated(closed symbol) changes
in bulk volume change at 600°C of Gilsocarbon(circle) and VQMB(rectangle) graphites as a
function of fast dose. The prediction seems not to be better at this particular temperature. And
those calculated bulk volume changes are depicted in Fig. 3 for all five grades. It is noted that
the volume change curves differs among the grades. The fine-grained IG-110 graphite shows
lowest contraction and highest expansion characteristics.

3.3 Crystal shape change parameter
Following the equations in the preceding chapter, crystal strain rate and shape change parameters
are determined at typical low and high temperatures for typical dose-averaged crystal strain ratios
of 0.5, 0.4 and 0.3. In Fig.4 are shown the calculated crystal shape change parameters at 600 and
900°C as a function of fast dose for all the grades. In addition, Table 3 shows the fast doses at
"bulk volume recovery" at 600 and 900tX These values correspond to the condition that X TH?3.
and 8"v =0.5 (see Eq.(26)). Now the different crystal change behavior is rather apparent among
the different grades.

3.4 Bulk and pore volume changes
It is well known from various irradiation experiments that bulk volume change
behaviour is strongly dependent on irradiation temperature. Then it is sometimes
necessary in the calculation to assume at high temperatures that a dose-dependent crystal strain
ration shall be less than 0.5 (non-zero volume change). Figure 5 shows the derived bulk volume
changes for 5av=0.5,0.4 and 0.3 as a function of true crystal shape change parameter XT

l. Then
the pore volume change is calculated as a parameter of 6 *v, as shown in Fig.6. It is shown that
with increasing crystal strain rate ration the maximum reduction in pore volume decreases.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The different dimensional change characteristics are studied analytically by use of the GDM and
the crystal radiation-induced mechanism proposed by Brocklehurst and Kelly. It is found
quantitatively that the linear dimensional and bulk volume changes are different among several
grades of graphites due to different crystalline shape changes at the same extrinsic parameters,
i.e. irradiation temperature and fast dose. More substantial parameters are then a crystal shape
change parameter X / and dose-averaged crystal strain ratio 6av. Porosity changes under
irradiation are characterized by these two parameters of which the latter is more essential in the
calculatioa Because of this, it should be recommended to characterize actual pore structures and
their statistics by quantitative techniques(Uxl2xl3).

An overall prediction performance of the GDM may be improved with more number of data
points which are not shown in the open literature.
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Fig. 2 Measured & calculated volume changes at 873K.
circle: gilsocarbon, rectangle: VQMB ;
closed: measured, open: calculated.
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Fig.3 Calculated volume changes at 873K
as a function of fast dose.
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Fig. 4 Derived crystal shape parameter XT vs fast dose
at 600(upper) and 900(lower).

Table 3 Derived fast doses at "bulk volume recovery" points in 600 and 900°C.
(XT=93, 5=0.5) in 102Vi/mt»NE

Grade

at 600°C

at 900°C

Gilsocarbon

19.2

11.7

VQMB

17.3

10.0

ATR-2E

21.0

13.0

ASR-1S

14.8

8.0

IG-110

10.2

4.0
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Fig. 5 Bulk volume change as a function of XT
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Fig. 6 Pore volume change as a function of XT*.
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